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Call for applications for a research overview
on asylum processes for LGBTQ persons
The Migration Studies Delegation (Delmi) is announcing a call for
applications for a research overview concerning asylum processes for LGBTQ
persons in a European perspective.

What does the research say on the processes of asylum in European countries for LGBTQ
persons? Do they differ from other cases where vulnerable persons apply for asylum, are
there differences between countries in a European context, and what can be said on the
different approaches of countries in this matter?
Delmi is announcing a call for applications for a research overview regarding LGBTQ
asylum seekers and the experiences from different countries in a European perspective. The
research overview should cover topics such as (but not limited to) differences of processing
and handling of vulnerable groups, specifically LGBTQ persons, in a European context,
potential challenges, and best practices regarding these cases. Focus should be on a
systematic review of the current literature with the aim of giving insight into both the
differences between European countries as well as the processes on at EU-level.
The maximum grant allowed is 100,000 SEK (excluding social fees). The research
overview should be written in Swedish or English and in a way that is accessible to a larger
audience while still holding academic relevance. The length of the study should be no longer
than 22,500 words (excluding references).
Application

Apply by sending a project proposal along with your CV to ju.delmi@regeringskansliet.se
Mark the application with registration number [Komm2021/00679/Ju 2013:17].
The project proposal should include a project description, budget and time plan. For
instructions on how to write your project proposal, please refer to Guidelines for project
proposal.
Last day for applications: 15th September 2021.
Criteria and terms

To apply you need to hold the degree of PhD and should be affiliated to a university (or
equivalent). The applications will be judged on the quality of the application as well as the
applicants’ previous merits. The applications will be reviewed by the responsible research
coordinator in consultation with the responsible delegation member at Delmi.
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Funded projects are expected to deliver a first draft within six months after approval of the
project and deliver the final product including a separate research brief no later than four
months after feedback on the first draft. Funded authors are expected to participate in a
presentation of the project arranged by Delmi, either in the form of a seminar, webinar or
podcast.
About Delmi

The Migration Studies Delegation is an independent committee that initiates studies and
supplies research results. For more information, please visit www.delmi.se

Questions?
For further information or if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact:
Daniel Silberstein daniel.silberstein@regeringskansliet.se
Henrik Malm Lindberg henrik.malm.lindberg@regeringskansliet.se
or ju.delmi@regeringskansliet.se
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